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Donna Karan uses social style quiz for
collection push
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By T RICIA CARR

Donna Karan is pushing its Donna Karan New York, Modern Icons and Casual Luxe
collections via a seven-question style quiz that matches consumer shopping habits to one
of the label's lines.

The United States-based label is encouraging its social media fans and blog readers to
take the Seven Easy Questions Style Quiz on Facebook to find out which of three
collection suits them. Donna Karan is offering a gift-with-purchase code to use on the
Neiman Marcus ecommerce site after completing the quiz.

"This initiative is designed to reach women of all ages," said Rachel Lewis, Fort Worth,
TX-based senior marketing strategist at iProspect. "Donna Karan has timeless, classic
heritage, making it appealing to women in all stages of life.

"As Facebook’s popularity has grown beyond younger generations, it has become an
important platform for brands looking to reach women of all ages," she said. "The quiz
questions also speak to the various aspects of a woman’s life, including her workplace
and social scene.

"Connecting the brand to these aspects reinforces the idea that Donna Karan’s collections
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will meet the needs of the modern woman – from day to night – regardless of her age or
occupation."

Ms. Lewis is not affiliated with Donna Karan, but agreed to comment as an industry
expert.

Donna Karan did not respond before press deadline.

Let’s get quizzical
Donna Karan is offering the style quiz to its fans located in a Facebook application.

The opening page of the quiz shows a model in a purple, long-sleeve dress. Below is an
introduction from designer Donna Karan that lists the label’s three womenswear
collections and asks users to take the quiz to find out which speaks to them most.

The Facebook app also asks users to keep the dialogue going by sharing how they wear
Donna Karan apparel and what they would like to see next from the designer via
Facebook.

Donna Karan Facebook quiz app 

When users start the quiz, the introduction disappears and a question replaces it.

The first question asks users to choose what they would wear on a typical weekday.
Answers include "a simple perfect-for-anything black jersey dress," "a long gauzy dress,
hip-slung belt and motorcycle boots" or "the statement piece such as a fabulous new jacket
or a sculpted dress with killer heels."

Another question asks users to choose which fabric is their favorite to wear from jersey,
cotton/linen or cashmere.

Lastly, the quiz asks users to name their favorite item to shop for. Choices include jackets,
sweaters or cocktail dresses.

An in-app window pops up before users can get their quiz results that gives them the
option to share the quiz on their personal Facebook pages. Users can share or decline.
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The results page matches a user with a collection based on the percentage of the user’s
answers that matched the qualities of the collection. Each quiz result has an explanation
that describes the user’s personal definition of fashion.

For example, the Modern Icon quiz result says, “You look for fashion that lives forever –
timeless, seasonless and versatile. You are a multitasker, always running from one thing
to another with no time to change.”

In addition, the results page gives users a code to receive a free gift with a purchase of
$1,000 or more at NeimanMarcus.com. Users can click directly to the Donna Karan
section at the retailer's ecommerce site from the quiz.

Donna Karan created a custom URL to navigate to the quiz at http://dkstylequiz.com.

"The creation of a custom URL can be a great way for brands to track the success of a
particular initiative and can also create a more personalized experience for the user," Ms.
Lewis said. "In this case, the quiz is only accessible through Facebook, so the brand can
quantify exactly how many users took the quiz with the knowledge of the source of the
user.

"In order to take the quiz, users must first 'like' the Donna Karan page, which allows the
brand to engage with new users through the Facebook News Feed after the completion of
the quiz," she said.

"The shareability features in Facebook also make it an attractive option to the brand, as
users have the option to push the quiz results out to their friends."

Results are in
A few luxury brands are leveraging collections by creating quizzes that match up a
consumer’s personality with an item.

For example, Ralph Lauren released The Life in Color Quiz on its Facebook page to
promote the launch of its fragrances in The Big Pony Collection for Women and showed
consumers which scent was right for them.

The brand offered an incentive to take the quiz – a chance to win a $4,000 shopping spree
(see story).

In addition, Philadelphia-based jeweler Lagos made a quiz that matches consumers with
an animal that symbolizes their own personality traits and a talisman pendant from the
Rare Wonders Collection (see story).

Donna Karan is pushing the quiz via its social media accounts and its Tumblr-based blog
at http://donnasjournal.tumblr.com.
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Donna Karan Tumblr blog 

Neiman Marcus is also promoting the quiz via its Twitter handle @NeimanMarcus.

By matching up women with clothing items, Donna Karan is likely trying to encourage
sales at retail partner Neiman Marcus while providing consumers with meaningful
content.

"Digital quizzes are a great way for brands to educate consumers through customer
engagement," Ms. Lewis said. "Content in the quizzes can help consumers segment
themselves by product, price point or personal interest.

"This level of segmentation creates a more qualified user who is more likely to engage
with the brand in a more meaningful way," she said.

Final Take
Tricia Carr, editorial assistant on Luxury Daily, New York
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